
HE ADVERTISING INDUSTRY has
long thrived on the notion that
some ads serve to build brands (the

emotional-button creative spots that
make us laugh or cry), while some others
drive sales (the long- and short-form
direct response (DR) that keep us
company in the small hours) - and never
the twain shall meet.

For me, the idea that advertising needs
to either build brands orto drive an imme-
diate response seems as ridiculous as
the idea that to lose weight one must
choose between either more exercise or a
healthier diet.

The evidence is rapidly piling up for a
more sensible view. Feedback from pio-
neering advertisers big and small, chatter
at industry events and innovative new ad
formats suggest that the two divergent
forms of advertising are coming together
as never before. This article maintains that
the two disciplines that have traditionally
been at opposite ends of the advertising
spectrum - brand building and direct
response - now go hand in hand and, in
fact, one approach cannot be successful
without incorporating the other,

Each needs what the other
offers
Now that there are so many more places
to spend ad monies, along with an increas-

ing ability to track results, advertisers of
every stripe are clamouring for greater
accountability: more proof that what they
choose is working. As well they should.

Direct-response marketers, of course,
have always lived or died by the num-
bers. Their campaigns have been
designed to inspire a specific action.
They excel at coming up with methods
enabling accurate measurement
dedicated phone numbers, internet land-
ing pages, bound-in reply cards, retail
take-ones, etc - that indicate exactly
which marketing activity drove the
consumer's response.

But everything changes. Today's new
breed of direct marketers has begun to
understand the importance of trust in a
brand when it comes to driving response.

So brand-identity advertisers crave
more of the new accountability, and DR
advertisers are learning what a trusted
brand name can do for them. The logical
question becomes, 'Must either one
sacrifice allegiance to core beliefs to
achieve the best result in this new envi-
ronment?' The answer is no ... no
sacrifice is necessary. It is possible to
remain true to both practices. In fact,
today's business scene mandates that
both come together to drive positive
return on TV and print media advertis-
ing investment.

ROI-positive brand advertising -
the synergistic effect of brand
and response
There's a new paradigm that fuses DR and
brand advertising within the same TV
commercial or print ad. It's a hybrid that's
been proven to work better than tradi-
tional direct response or brand
advertising.

At Donat/Wald we call it ROI-Positive
Brand Advertising. The merger of
the old-time creativity with accountabil-
ity ... beautifully produced creative ads
with a strong call to action. But do not
mistake these ads for a 30-second com-
mercial that merely slaps a call to action
or URL/800 number on the final two or
three seconds.

ROI-Positive Brand ads have a very spe-
cific structure. The entire narrative builds
to a call to action (CTA). All the feelings
about the brand and its value proposition
created in the video lead the consumer to
the CTA. Indeed, the CTA is an organic
sum total of the story. When brand and
response work synergistically in this way,
they efficiently and effectively comple-
ment each other, and it can be done in as
little as 15 seconds.

Here's how it looks in action.
A story is told.

- I, the consumer, connect with the story
and feel that the company behind the
story is trustworthy.
• As the commercial builds to its emo-

tional climax, I, the consumer, now want
to engage with -the company.

The call to action makes it easy for me
to engage because it is connected to the
story, and it will likely give me some sort
of inducement to act that lowers my risk
of responding now.



That response will be tracked all the
way to purchase.
> Results will be fully accountable, dollar
for dollar.
> ROI-Positive campaigns often return
more than the cost of brand-building
advertising media.
> Brand awareness is built through
creative engagement with the target
audience.
> Increased media budgets are made
possible, leading to greater exposure for
the brand message.

A few of the world's best-known brands
already get it. At the annual DMA Confer-
ence in the US, a top Coca-Cola marketing
executive said publicly that they now lake
DR seriously in Atlanta. The challenge,
according to this marketing pacesetter, is to
whom do you award that advertising budg-
et? General agencies don't know response,
and DR agencies don't embrace brand.
Guess what? There's a huge opportunity
waiting for anyone fusing the best of both.

Case in point: I went into a pitch a
while back, and the CEO of the company
was wearing his grouch mask. By the time
we walked into the room, he had endured
two other pitches from DR agencies. He
was a brand guy who wanted accountabil-
ity for his advertising. He wasn't afraid of
doing the math, but had been freaked out
by the DR shops that preceded me. In fact,
after the second reel of commercials fea-
turing spots for hair replacements,
get-rich schemes and diet pills, he walked
out. 'This isn't what we need,' he told his
VP of Marketing. He was right.

He had a great .brand, and he needed
advertising that did not demean it. He
needed advertising that built it. And he
needed ROI accountability in today's gru-
elling business environment. His former
agency was a brand shop that didn't want
its creativity contaminated by calls to
action. And the DR shops didn't seem to
get the essence of his brand. The level of
frustration among CMOs who are calling
for a new order is increasingly evident in
the advertising industry trade press.

'With traditional direct response, media
is usually driving the engine. DR accounts
often get awarded to media shops, and the
media shops are tasked with bringing in a

couple of 'chop shops' to bang out some
creative. But this is no solution, because it
undervalues the contribution of brand
strategy and the power of great creative
work. It may work for 'down and dirty' DR,
but this is not the solution best suited for a
business with a highly valued brand based
on long-term trust and credibility.

Here are examples of two advertisers
that embraced a hybrid solution:

1. eHarmony.com: overtaking
entrenched competitors with ROl-
Positive ads
In 2000, eHarmony, a direct marketer
with little brand recognition, entered a
cluttered online dating category in the US
to compete with two entrenched and
deep-pocketed leading brands. What
eHarmony did was contrary to just about
every tenet in direct response marketing.
> It was cautioned by all the DM experts
not to require customers to fill out a 436-
item questionnaire before asking them to
pay for the service. The questionnaire,
which was at the heart of the brand prom-
ise of the best possible match, was used
anyway.
> It was told not to mention the 'M'
word - marriage - in its advertising
because it would frighten away the
target audience of singles looking for a
fun night out. Instead, it positioned
the whole company around long-term
relationships because that was its brand
differentiation.
> It was told to price its business competi-
tively with other services. It charged twice
as much as the competition because it had
a much better product.

In the end, it produced an ROI-Positive
campaign that was true to the insights
driving the brand positioning ... and the
response was tremendous.

By combining the best of brand build-
ing with the best of direct response,
eHarmony became the number i brand in
the online dating category. And, because
its commercials have been ROI-Positive,
eHarmony has been able to out-spend its
competition by two to one.

eHarmony became the most trusted
brand in a category that lives or dies on the
basis of hope and trust. It became the cate-

gory leader across virtually every brand
metric: reliability, match-up compatibility,
scientific process, rigorous screening and
happier marriages (according to an inde-
pendent study by Rosetta Marketing
Strategies, eHarmony.com Brand Awareness
6- Perceptions, September 2005).

Lest that sound too touchy-feely, eHar-
mony brand equity translated into dollars.
In a very short period of time, eHarmony
was commanding 38% of all new dollars
spent in the market - more than its two
largest competitors combined.

2. SouthBeachDiet.com: forgoing
'Yell and Sell' DR to drive response
using brand
A hybrid approach also fuelled a success-
ful campaign for SouthBeachDiet.com,
the online community that accompanies
the popular book, The South Beach Diet

Using TV to sell a diet programme is
nothing new. It almost always involves a
mixture of the classic DM ingredients: tes-
timonials (including specific weight-loss
numbers), before-and-after shots that visi-
bly demonstrate results, and a phone
number flashing at the bottom of the
screen demanding: 'Call now!'

But executives at the company behind
SouthBeachDiet.com were sensitive about
protecting what was already a strong
brand. Publishers of the best-selling South
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Beach Diet book made history in 2003
with the launch of The South Beach Diet
website, the first time a self-help book and
website have been marketed simultane-
ously. They wanted to stay as far away
from the conventional DRTV stigma as
possible and create spots true to the legacy
of the South Beach brand. Could it be done
and still get the response needed?

Donat/Wald worked to create a national
campaign that communicated the brand's
unique personality. The ultimate goal was
to register subscribers at SouthBeach
Diet.com without cannibalising the book
market. The spots put the brand message
front and centre, and successfully avoided
many of the DR diet commercial conven-
tions mentioned above: no flashing
800 number, no 'befores and afters', no
specific weight loss mentioned.

The result? SouthBeachDiet.com expe-
rienced approximately 2.5 times as much

site traffic when the TV spot rolled out,
compared with the seven weeks
preceding. It was the consistency with the
brand message that was driving response.
This was another example of how brand
can be a more powerful agent of optimis-
ing clicks than 'yell and sell' DR tactics.

The web's intimacy can fuel
customer engagement and belief
in the brand
Both eHarmony and SouthBeachDiet.
com needed to engage their customers on
a personal level since they both stake
their success on highly personal out-
comes. Closing the sale required that
people examine their lives and share inti-
mate details with the marketer online.

We are still in the nascent stage of learn-
ing how to link the emotional power that
a video commercial on the TV screen best
conveys with the' interactive online

involvement that can follow. But one
thing is certain: video can stimulate a very
deep level of engagement online. Con-
sumers today are willing to share the most
intimate details of their lives, providing
they trust a brand. Direct response in the
absence of brand trust is fast becoming a
thing of the past. The cornerstone of any
great relationship is the trust that grows
deeper and more meaningful with time.

The internet affords a level of relation-
ship with consumers hitherto unfath-
omable. ROI-Positive direct response
advertising on TV and in print will bring
them there. Engaging experiences build-
ing brand trust will keep them there.
Never has the fusion of those two
strengths been more critical to success in
advertising.
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